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Direct observation of spin configurations and classification of switching processes
in mesoscopic ferromagnetic rings
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Using nonintrusive imaging techniques we have directly observed the nanoscopic details of the magnetiza-
tion configurations of epitaxial and polycrystalline mesoscopic ring structures with a,15-nm resolution. We
have found head to head domain walls with different spin structures depending on ring width. Further, we can
classify the geometry dependent switching processes according to the number of transitions~single, double,
triple! that a ring undergoes in a hysteresis cycle. In the case of triple switching we find a state with a complete
vortex core present in the ring.
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Understanding and controlling the magnetic properties
small ferromagnetic elements is a major challenge in the
idly evolving field of nanoscale science. This is not only d
to the fact that these structures allow for the investigation
fundamental physical properties1 but they also have impor
tant applications such as in magnetic random access mem
cells.2 One key issue is to understand and control the m
netic switching precisely. To achieve this one needs, first
have well defined and reproducible remanent states and,
ond, the switching process itself must be simple and rep
ducible. A possible geometry that fulfills these criteria is t
ring geometry, and in particular narrow ferromagnetic rin
which have recently become the focus of intense interes3–8

In all the ring geometries investigated so far, macrosco
measurements and micromagnetic simulations suggest
existence of two magnetic states:3,4,6,7the flux-closure vortex
state and the ‘‘onion’’ state, accessible reversibly from sa
ration and characterized by the presence of two oppo
head to head walls. However, since it is the microscopic s
configuration of the magnetic states that governs the ma
scopic magnetic properties and switching, nonintrusive
aging of the microscopic details of the magnetization inclu
ing the exact spin structure of the head to head domain w
at the nanometer scale is needed in order to understand
control the switching processes.3,9–11Furthermore the geom
etry and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy are predicte
determine the microscopic spin structure of the magn
states,9,12 for which direct experimental evidence so far
unavailable.
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In this paper we use non-intrusive imaging techniqu
based on photoemission electron microscopy~PEEM!, and
for higher resolution, scanning electron microscopy with p
larization analysis~SEMPA! to directly observe the differen
magnetization configurations present in polycrystalline a
epitaxial ring geometries, including details of the differe
types of head to head domain walls. Furthermore, the ge
etry and material dependence of the switching is compreh
sively studied using both the magneto-optical Kerr effe
~MOKE! and micromagnetic simulations. We find addition
states and transitions that allow us to classify the obser
switching behavior of all mesoscopic rings into three cate
ries. Two methods were used to fabricate micrometer-sc
rings, lift-off of polycrystalline Co and Permalloy~NiFe!
films grown on naturally oxidized Si~001! ~Ref. 5! and epi-
taxial growth of Co on prepatterned Si~001!-H substrates.3

For the latter method, the epitaxial rings were obtained
depositing a trilayer Cu~100!/fcc Co~100!/Cu~100! capped
with 4-nm Au on a Si~100! prepatterned wafer in a ultrahig
vacuum molecular beam epitaxy~UHV MBE! system~base
pressure 3310210 mbar).3 The lift-off rings were fabricated
by means of a PMMA mask that was patterned by e-be
writing.13 This was followed by MBE deposition in UHV
and a lift-off of polycrystalline Co or Permalloy layers and
nm of Au to prevent oxidation.

To image the magnetization configurations we cho
PEEM and SEMPA, which are nonintrusive techniques
contrast to imaging techniques such as magnetic force
croscopy~as shown in MFM imaging of octagonal struc
©2003 The American Physical Society26-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color! ~a! Hysteresis loop measured on an array of rings~outer diameterD51200 nm, inner diameterd5900 nm, and thickness
t515 nm polycrystalline Co!. The magnetization configurations of the onion and the vortex states are shown schematically. Red
indicate the field path used to obtain the rings in the states imaged with PEEM in~b!. ~b! PEEM image of four polycrystalline Co rings. Th
top ring is in the clockwise vortex state, the bottom and right rings are in the counter-clockwise vortex state, and the left ring is in th
state pointing along the direction of the applied fieldH. The field of view is'10 mm across and the blue arrow points in the direction of
photon beam. The color scale indicates the direction of the magnetization with reference to the direction of the incoming phot
@magnetization parallel to the incoming photon beam~red! to antiparallel~purple!#.
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tures, MFM can influence and even switch the magne
configurations.6! Furthermore, unlike MFM, the nonintrusiv
techniques used here allow us to image even magnetic s
with no stray field such as the vortex state. PEEM was c
ried out at the synchrotron ELETTRA in Trieste.14 In x-ray
magnetic circular dichroism PEEM~XMCDPEEM! the yield
of secondary electrons created by excitation with circula
polarized light depends on the dot productP•M of the polar-
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ization P and the magnetization directionM . The secondary
electrons are used for imaging by a SPELEEM~Spectro-
scopic Photo Emission and Low Energy Electron Micr
scope! and the yield difference is visible as magnetic contr
in the images.14 To achieve a higher resolution than that po
sible with MFM or PEEM, scanning electron microscop
with polarization analysis~SEMPA! was performed at the
National Institute of Standards and Technology~NIST!.15 In
line
ad
A
imulation.

ad to head
FIG. 2. ~Color! Micromagnetic calculations and SEMPA images of the onion state in a wide (D51700 nm,d5900 nm) and a narrow
(D51700 nm,d51200 nm) epitaxial 34-nm fcc Co ring.~a! SEMPA image of the wide ring. The vortex walls and the magnetocrystal
anisotropy induced domain structure~marked withS! is visible.~b! Micromagnetic simulation of the wide ring. In addition to the vortex he
to head domain wall, the domain structure is visible~marked withS!. The position of the vortex core is slightly different from the SEMP
graph as in the experiment the position is determined by non-magnetic defects that pin the vortex core, which are absent in the s
The color code indicating the direction of the magnetization is shown.~c! SEMPA image of the narrow ring~only half the ring is shown!.
No domain structure is seen as the local shape anisotropy dominates over the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. A transverse he
domain wall is present.~d! Micromagnetic simulation of the narrow ring exhibiting the transverse domain wall.
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this technique, a scanning electron microscope geometr
extended to include spin polarization sensitive detection
the scattered electrons. In this study SEMPA was used
measure the in-plane magnetization direction. To investig
the switching behavior, MOKE was used to measure hys
esis loops as described in Ref. 3. Simulations were comp
by solving the micromagnetic equilibrium equation for ea
applied field on a square mesh, with a 4-nm cell size
conjugate gradient solver and theOOMMF package16 were
used for the energy minimization and yielded similar resu
The intrinsic parameters used for Co areMs51424
3103 A/m, A533310212 J/m, andK156.53104 J/m3 for
epitaxial rings, whileK150 is used in the polycrystalline
case. For Permalloy we usedMs58003103 A/m and A
513310212 J/m. As shown in Ref. 3, we can use an app
priate minor loop field path to obtain rings in the onion sta
or in the vortex state at remanence. Since we measur
array of rings with a switching field distribution we ca
switch some of the rings into the onion state while some w
remain in the vortex state by following the field path ind
cated by the red arrows in the hysteresis loop in Fig. 1~a!,
where the field is relaxed to zero from the middle of t
switching field distribution of the vortex to the onio
transition.3 A low resolution PEEM image of four rings
~outer diameterD51100 nm, inner diameterd5850 nm and
thicknesst515 nm polycrystalline Co, taken at remanenc
is shown in Fig. 1~b!. As expected some rings are still in th
vortex state~two rings have a counter-clockwise and o
ring has a clockwise circulation direction! while one ring has
already switched into the onion state. While it is easy thus
confirm the vortex and onion states with PEEM, the ma
mum resolution achieved~30 nm! is not sufficient to resolve
the details of the exact magnetization configuration such
the structure of the head to head domain walls in the on
state.

To obtain more detailed, higher resolution images we
SEMPA. A higher resolution is essential since micromagne
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simulations predict different types of head to head dom
walls.8 It is the type of domain wall that characterizes t
onion state and is very important to for the switching beh
ior investigated in Ref. 9 and for the nucleation-free onion
vortex transition.3 For epitaxial samples~e.g., fcc cobalt!,
micromagnetic simulations predict that, in addition to t
head to head domain walls that are also present in the o
state of polycrystalline rings, epitaxial samples should sh
additional domainlike features due to the cubic anisotro
Furthermore, epitaxial samples of different geometries a
allow the study of the interplay between the magnetocrys
line anisotropy and the local shape anisotropy that is du
the dipolar interactions in this particular geometry. A SEMP
image for a wide epitaxial ring (D51600 nm,d5900 nm,
andt534 nm fcc Co! is shown in Fig. 2~a!. In this wide ring
the head to head wall is a vortex wall, since this minimiz
the stray field at little cost from the exchange energy term
theoretically predicted.9 The micromagnetic simulation in
Fig. 2~b! shows remarkable agreement, although the ex
position of the head to head domain wall in the experimen
determined by local defects~the highly energetic vortex core
is pinned at non-magnetic defects!. In addition to the head to
head walls, a domain structure is visible in the SEMPA i
age and in the simulation demonstrating the influence of
magnetocrystalline anisotropy for this wide ring geometry

In narrow rings any deviation of the magnetization fro
parallel to the ring edge will create dipole stray fields. The
fore, the magnetization closely follows the shape~local
shape anisotropy! and aligns with the circumference. In th
case no domain features are expected since the strong
shape anisotropy supersedes the magnetocrystalline an
ropy. This can be seen in the SEMPA image in Fig. 2~c! and
in the micromagnetic simulation in Fig. 2~d! of a narrow ring
(D51600 nm,d51200 nm,t534 nm fcc Co!. Furthermore
in this narrow ring a transverse head to head domain wa
present since a vortex wall would have to be compressed
the narrow ring resulting in a prohibitively high exchang
etic
d

the ring
FIG. 3. ~Color! MOKE loops of an array of rings.~a! Hysteresis loop showing single switching in thin film rings (D51700 nm,d
51250 nm,t54 nm polycrystalline Co! with the magnetization configurations of the onion states shown schematically.~b! Triple switching
in very wide rings with thick films (D51700 nm,d5300 nm, t532 nm polycrystalline Co, experimental data: black line, micromagn
simulation: empty circles!. The magnetization configurations are shown schematically~from top to bottom: onion, vortex, vortexcore an
opposite onion state!. ~c! Micromagnetic simulation of the magnetization configuration in the vortexcore state~color code as in Fig. 2!. ~d!
Enlargement of the experimental data in the interesting field region showing the difference in curvature when the field is applied to
in the vortex state~indicated with pos.! and in the vortexcore state~indicated with neg.!
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energy. The energetics of the different domain wall types
analyzed further in Ref. 9 and the different kinds of doma
walls observed here are in good agreement with Ref. 9.

While the geometry dependence of the remanent magn
states can be studied with SEMPA, it is difficult to ima
under an applied magnetic field. To study the magnetic st
and transitions, which develop when a field is applied,
make MOKE measurements on arrays of rings. In the limi
range of geometries and materials that have been stu
previously3,4,6 only the double switching process discuss
above was reported. Here we have varied the film thickn
and ring width over a very wide range~film thickness fcc Co
5–34 nm, polycrystalline Co 2–34 nm, and polycrystalli
Permalloy 2–45 nm, ring width 5–90% of the outer diame
D, 300 nm,D,3000 nm).D is kept,3 mm for mesoscopic
rings to prevent the occurrence of complicated and de
dominated multidomain states.

In addition to the previously found double switching pr
cess@Fig. 1~a!#3,4 depending on the geometry we find oth
types of hysteresis behavior: the reversal can occur wit
single transition as seen in Fig. 3~a! or with triple switching
as seen in Fig. 3~b!.

To elucidate these different behaviors we consider
transitions that are available for each magnetic state. A
relaxing the field from saturation a ring develops the on
state with a wall structure determined by the geometry@see
Figs. 2~a!–2~d!#. Additional simulations show that then the
are two competing switching processes when a reverse
is applied:~i! for rings made of a thick magnetic film, do
main wall depinning followed by propagation leads to t
double switching process as seen in Fig. 1~a! and explained
in Refs. 3 and 17; and~ii ! in rings with a thin film a reverse
domain can be nucleated somewhere at the edge of the
~not necessarily related to the position of the domain wal!,
which then grows and spreads over the whole ring until
opposite onion state is attained. This process is a nuclea
propagation process similar to that described in detail in R
17 but in this case it leads to a single onion to~reverse-!
onion switching characterized by a single jump in theM-H
loop @Fig. 3~a!#. This process is very unfavorable in thic
film rings since the spins are strongly aligned with the edg
Any deviation from the perimeter would be energetically d
advantageous in this case due to the large dipolar stray
created, whereas in thin rings the necessary twisting of s
to nucleate a reverse domain can happen easily. Furtherm
in very thin rings the onion state can be energetically favo
over the vortex state because of the lower exchange en
which outweighs the small stray field energy of the oni
state, so that as seen in Fig. 3~a! a very thin ring (t54 nm
here! switches directly from the onion state to the reve
onion state. In the softer permalloy the single switching
observed as well but for thinner rings, since the smaller
change and saturation magnetization favor the vortex sta
compared to cobalt.

To explain the triple switching observed for wide and ve
thick rings @e.g., the ring geometry for Fig. 3~b!#, we have
computed a hysteresis loop for such a ring. As seen in
3~b! the simulation reproduces the experimental loop w
and the magnetization configurations found are shown s
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matically. Apart from the onion and vortex state, we obse
a new state@schematic in Fig. 3~b! and micromagnetic simu
lation of the detailed magnetization configuration in F
3~c!#, which we term the ‘‘vortexcore’’ state~since a com-
plete vortex core is present!. This state is not stable at rema
nence, where the ring reverts to the vortex state. This
because both states have a zero stray field but the exch
energy is higher in the vortexcore state due to the presenc
the vortex core. In an applied field, on the other hand,
gain in Zeeman energy in the vortexcore state makes it
ergetically favorable. As the vortexcore state has to be st
lized by an applied field, it could not be directly imaged wi
the techniques available, but we can compare the simul
and measured hysteresis loops shown in Fig. 3~b!. The height
of the jumps is well reproduced in the simulation. In add
tion, a very sensitive measure for the type of magnetizat
configuration is the curvature of the loop when the field
applied. As predicted earlier18 the curvatured2M /dH2 of the
hysteresis loop is positive when a field is applied to a ring
the vortex state and negative if the ring is in a state wher
vortex core is present, such as the vortexcore state. As
in Fig. 3~b! and the enlargement of the interesting field r
gion @Fig. 3~d!#, the curvature after the first switching i
positive, which means that the rings have switched from
onion state into the vortex state. After the second jump
curvature is negative, which means that the ring has switc
from the vortex to the vortexcore state. This negative cur
ture is the same as that reported for the case of discs,19 where
by direct imaging of the vortex core20 it has been establishe
that the negative curvature is directly correlated to a m
netic state where a vortex core is present.18–20 The similari-
ties in the curvature are due to the fact that physically
same process is occurring when a vortex core is present
disc ~vortex state! or in a ring ~vortexcore state! when an
applied field is increased: the component of the magnet
tion parallel to the field direction grows, and hence the v
tex core is pushed outwards@in the case of Fig. 3~b! towards
the left# until at the critical field it leaves the structure an
the ring attains the onion state. It is now clear why the v
texcore state is only observed in wide and very thick rin
due to the exchange energy it is only possible to ‘‘fit’’
vortex core into rings above a certain width and only f
large thicknesses the energy gain due to the absence
stray field offsets the higher exchange energy of the vort
core state.

In conclusion, we have presented the nanoscopic de
of the magnetization configurations in mesoscopic rin
which show the influence of geometry and magnetocrys
line anisotropy particularly on the spin structure of the d
ferent types of head to head domain walls. The influence
the geometry on the switching processes is evident, and t
categories of switching behavior are found. In addition to
double switching process, thin rings show a single reve
mechanism, while very wide rings with a thick film exhib
triple switching where the vortexcore state is shown to occ
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